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Abstract
Improving the use of vector data in web mapping is often shown as an important challenge. Such shift from raster to vector web maps would open web
mapping and GIS to new innovations and new practices. The main obstacle
is a performance issue: Vector web maps in nowadays web mapping environments are usually too slow and not usable. Existing techniques for vector
web mapping cannot solve alone the performance issue. This article describes
a unified framework where some of these techniques are integrated in order
to build efficient vector web mapping clients and servers. This framework
is composed of the following elements: Specific formats for vector data and
symbology, vector tiling, spatial index services, and generalization for multiscale data. A prototype based on this framework has been implemented and
has shown satisfying results. Some principles for future standards to support
the development of vector web mapping are given.
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An always increasing part of the maps we use every day are digital maps published on the
Internet. If the first web maps were simple static images, web maps have progressively
been considered as special images displayed within specific viewers. In such viewers, specific
cartographic tools are available to explore the geographical space by panning and zooming
in and out. Data layers from different servers can also be selected to be overlayed. The
Internet has deeply changed the way maps are nowadays designed and used [1].
However, it seems the limit of existing web mapping technologies has been reached.
To open a next level of interactivity and improve the user experience of web maps, it may
be necessary to change the approach web maps are made with. This next step could be
to enable a direct interaction of the user with the map objects. This interaction is not
possible nowadays because web maps are, for a huge majority of them, based on raster
data. Like paper maps, these maps are just images of objects the user can only see and
not touch and manipulate.
The solution to go further in web mapping interactivity is to fully open web mapping
to vector data. Vector data are nowadays mainly used in web mapping to build static
raster maps to be published on a server. Developing a new web mapping architecture to
enable the publication and on the fly display of vector data would be an important step
toward a new generation of web mapping applications.
In this paper, some benefits and challenges of shifting from raster to vector web
mapping are presented. A state of the art of existing techniques for vector web mapping is
given. Then, a framework unifying some of these techniques to make vector web mapping
feasible is proposed. This framework integrates the following elements: Vector tiling,
spatial indexing, multi-scale data and generalization. Finally, requirements for future vector
web mapping standards are given.
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Benefits and challenges of vector web-mapping

Improving the use of vector data in web mapping is often shown as the next challenge of
web mapping [2, 3, 4]. Such change would allow, for example, unlocking the development
of the following applications:
• A user could easily retrieve thematic and semantic information for each map object,
like in a traditional GIS software. This information could be displayed in a specific
window or a tool-tip. The user may have access not only to the primary attributes
of the object but also to a wider set of external data linked to this object. This
feature is especially important for augmented reality applications [5].
• Using the object geometries, some simple geoprocesses could be performed on the
client side, like for example, computing the length of a road or the area of a parcel.
To go further, more complex geoprocesses may be run on more advanced clients,
which may open the gate to the fusion of web mapping and web GIS.
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• Because the objects are rendered on the fly on the client, vector web mapping would
allow an improved map content personalization. This personalization could be done
at the layer level (the user may define his own style for a full data layer) and also
at the object level (the user could make an important object bigger and display it
with a different style).
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• Many advanced digital cartography methods such as graphic generalization [6], label placement [7], legend customization [8, 9], etc. may be introduced in web
mapping clients. These modules may ensure the data rendering follows some basic
cartographic principles. They may be loaded dynamically depending on the user
needs.
• A true integration of data coming from different servers would become possible.
Instead of having “lazy mash-ups”, where data layers of different servers are simply
overlaid on top of each other, “smart mash-ups” could be developed. In such mashups, explicit relations between the objects may be computed and used for specific
purposes. For example, a map showing pizzerias close to metro stations could be
built from the integration and analysis of restaurant and public transport data layers.
• The interaction between data users and data providers may be improved. The users’
feedback on the data could be more explicit: Instead of specifying only the location
of an error described in a free text field, the user may submit a full and more precise
update of the data. He could easily modify, add and delete objects. He could also
capture new object geometries and snap them on existing geometries. This feature
could support the development of collaborative maps and VGI [10].
• By opening web mapping to vector data, it would not be necessary anymore to
pre-process and cache raster tiles. This may shorten the publication of updates of
existing data. This is especially important to encourage the mapping of “live” data,
like sensor data or geoRSS data. Nowadays, spatial dynamics are usually shown on
videos records - only rarely raw live data are accessible to be displayed.
• The on the fly rendering of vector data by the client makes possible the development
of new innovative cartographic visualization techniques (see for example figure 1),
especially dynamic visualizations with moving and changing objects. Depending on
the specific context of the user, and the nature of the data he wants to display,
suitable cartographic visualization techniques may be developed.
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Figure 1: Magnified view as described by [12]. On the right image, the map
is magnified at the center of the view. A deformation of the vector data is
computed on the fly when the user pans. See on-line demo: http://www.
opencarto.ahahah.eu/index.php?id=european-regions

• and finally, vector web mapping may certainly open many other advanced and innovative applications we cannot imagine yet [11].
The main obstacle to the development of vector web mapping is performance. Web
maps must be fast maps, and existing web maps based on vector data usually do not meet
the minimal requirements in terms of display speed. For this reason, the approach based
on the publication of pre-computed raster maps has been preferred until now. However,
taking into account that:
• client device memory, processing and connection capacities are always improving,
• and digital mapping methods of vector data, like generalization, are nowadays mature,
web mapping with vector data is becoming an acceptable approach. There are already
emerging practices for web mapping systems based on vector data. If initiatives exist to
make the shift to vector web mapping, it is not so common and nowadays, a huge majority
of the map used on the Internet are raster maps. Rarely, vector data layers composed of
usually few markers are displayed on top of raster maps.
One reason of this under-utilization of vector data is the lack of well-established,
standardized and integrated approach to support efficient vector web mapping. Existing
framework have been mainly developed for raster data and do not take into account the
specific requirements of vector data. However, approaches exist to improve vector web
mapping.
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Approaches for vector web mapping

The predominant approach to use vector data in web mapping is to extend existing raster
clients to vector data. The client usually downloads vector data and displays it on top of
raster images. The well-known limit of this approach is the long time usually necessary
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to transfer, decode and render the vector data. Furthermore, the final map is often not
even legible because too dense for the map scale (see for example figure 2). As a result,
the user waits a long time before an illegible map is displayed, and the application often
becomes slow.

Figure 2: Examples of existing web maps based on vector data
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Approaches exist to improve the performance of web vector maps:

Use of specific data formats The transfer duration is improved by the use of small
and compressed formats for vector data and their symbology. There are many formats for
vector data, most of them used in GIS softwares. A significant part of them is based on
XML [13, 14] like KML, SVG, GML and SLD. XML based formats are efficient for spatial
data exchange, but usually too verbose for a fast transmission, as required for vector
web mapping. Some formats have been developed specifically for this purpose, like the
GeoJSON format. Some vector formats allow to describe the object properties either as a
list of (key,value), following the GIS practice, either embedded within HTML code, like in
KML. File compression also helps making the files smaller (like zip compression for KMZ
files, and several JSON compressions for GeoJSON). Beside vector data formats, style
formats allow to describe how vector data are rendered. In some vector formats like SVG
and KML, the styles are encoded within the data file. Some other formats like geoCSS,
GSS and SLD allow an independent encoding of the data and their associated styles.
Vector tiling Existing vector web mapping applications often load a full file containing
vector data the user will never see, because outside of its current view. Vector tiling [15,
16, 17] allows to ensure only the data within the user’s view are requested and loaded by
the client. The principle is to decompose the vector dataset into different parts, each of
them corresponding to vector data contained within a tile (see figure 3). In the case vector
objects belong to several tiles, these objects are cut into pieces and each piece is assigned
to the corresponding tile. Only the tiles are published on the server (usually one file per
tile) and the client requests, caches and renders only the suitable tiles depending on its
view and zoom level. Useless data outside of the view are not retrieved, which allows a
performance improvement. A drawback of this method is the necessity to reassemble the
objects on the client side. Compared to raster tiling, vector tiling is relatively new in web
mapping and not well established yet.
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Figure 3: Principle of vector tiling
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Multi-scale data and generalization The performance problem in vector web
mapping is often due to the use of too detailed vector data. Indeed, such data are
cumbersome to transfer, load and render, and may also not be legible as shown on figure 2.
The solution is to provide to the client vector data with a level of detail suitable with the
chosen zoom level. When the zoom level changes, new vector data with a suitable level of
detail for this zoom level are requested, cached and rendered. For this purpose, a multiscale vector database is required on the server. A multi-scale database provides different
representations of a region with different levels of details. Such multi-scale database can
be produced automatically by generalization. Generalization has been identified as one
of the key elements to make vector web mapping possible [18, 19]. Its automation is
known as a challenging issue, and has been the topic of many research for years [20, 21].
Generalization is nowadays well formalized and operational techniques are used to automate
many data and map production processes. In web-mapping, mainly the Ramer-DouglassPeucker filtering algorithm and some clustering algorithms are used. Richer generalization
methods exist [20, 21] but have, surprisingly, not been adopted in web mapping.
Progressive transmission Progressive transmission and streaming methods exist
for many kind of data, like images [22]. Specific methods have been developed for vector
data [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. The principle of these methods is to load progressively
the points composing the object geometries, and display the loaded data continuously,
before the full transmission is complete. As a result, the data are displayed starting with
a simplified view progressively enriched with additional details. Progressive transmission
do not contribute to solve the performance problem. It improves the user experience but
is not the prior aspect to focus on to unlock the use of vector data in web mapping. A
progressive loading of the data may also be obtained using asynchronous queries to the
server for each vector object.
None of the previous approaches allows to solve alone the performance problem – an
efficient vector web mapping demands to use several together. In the next section we
propose a framework that integrates some of these approaches and may help to progress
toward vector web mapping.
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An integrated framework for vector web mapping

4.1

The relevant “data slice”

The performance issue can be solved by serving only the relevant data to the user’s client.
For this purpose, we propose to extract and serve the relevant “data slice” in the locationLoD space, as shown on figure 4. This relevant data slice depends on the selected position
in the geographical space, and the selected zoom level [28]. Data outside of the view, and
more detailed than what the zoom level requires are useless. Vector web mapping servers
should send only these extracted data to the clients. This requirement illustrates that scale
has to be considered as a full dimension of geographical information, like the three spatial
dimensions and the temporal dimension [30]. For the selected zoom level, data with a
relevant level of detail have to be provided. Furthermore, taking into account that:
• the viewer screen size (usually) do not change,
• and according to the equal information density law [31], the information density has
to be constant whatever the zoom level,
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all data slices should have comparable sizes, whatever the position and the zoom level.
Consequently, depending on the client capacity (network bandwidth, memory, processing,
screen size), a threshold data slice size should be defined, and the data slice provided by
the server should not exceed this threshold size. The only way to ensure all data slices do
not exceed this threshold size is to simplify the data by generalisation. The performance is
controlled by the level of generalisation of the vector data: If the client faces performance
issues, it means the vector data have not been simplified/generalised enough.
In order to improve the performance of vector web mapping, it is necessary to extract
the relevant data on both dimensions: Location and level of detail (LoD).

4.2

Location-based data extraction

To extract the relevant data according to the view location, vector tiling and spatial
indexing are used.

4.2.1

Vector tiling

Vector tiling allows an efficient extraction of the relevant data according to the view
location. Vector tiles are pre-computed on the server and identified according to their
position in the tiling grid. Traditional tiling grids used for raster tiles may be applied also
for vector tiles. The client needs the capability to retrieve vector tiles according to the
view location, like in raster tiling. The following elements are also necessary:
• Vector objects are identified. The objects are built by merging their pieces belonging
to different tiles and having a same identifier. The vector format used should include
the possibility to identify the objects.
• The client is able to compute a union algorithm to build the object geometries from
the union of their pieces. This union algorithm is however more simple than a generic
union algorithm, taking into account that the geometries to union do not overlap
and only touch each other along the grid lines. For linear geometries, this union is
a simple concatenation of vertice lists. This union algorithm may be improved by
including a code to each piece, that show from which side of the tile the original
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Figure 4: The relevant information corresponds to the selected spatial extent,
for the selected zoom level.

geometry has been cut. Further work may be undertaken to design such specific
union algorithm for vector tiling.
• The client is able to cache vector data. Like for raster data, this caching improves
the efficiency, even if it requires some memory capacities. For vector caching, two
caches are required: For the tiles and for the vector objects.
• Object geometries and attributes are retrieved separately. Indeed, it is not necessary
to retrieve the object attribute values for each object piece. A separation of both
geometrical and semantic data enables to retrieve the object attribute values only
once and improve the performance.

4.2.2

Spatial indexing

Spatial indexing is a well-known technique in GIS to improve the location-based retrieval
of vector objects. We propose to introduce spatial index services to improve the vector
web mapping performance. Such service has the following characteristics:
• The spatial index structure is known by the client. We propose to use a quad-tree
spatial index build on the same structure as the vector tiling grid.
• The spatial index service has the capability to provide:
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– References to the objects contained within a specified index cell,
– an individual object from its reference.
The vector data retrieval is performed in two steps: First the client computes the
relevant index cells depending on the view. If some of these cells have not been cached
yet, the client sends a query to the spatial index service to retrieve the references to the
objects the cells intersect. Then, the client retrieves the object it has not cached yet because an object may be referenced in several index cells, it may be already have been
retrieved. As for vector tiling, two caches are needed: For the index cells and for the vector
objects.

4.2.3

Vector tiling or spatial indexing?
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Vector tiling and spatial indexing are two different strategies to do the same thing: Retrieve
vector objects efficiently according to their location. None of these strategies is better.
In the first one, the objects have to be reassembled on the client side. In the second
one, two steps are required, and the whole object geometry is retrieved even if only one
small part is within the view. The most suitable strategy depends on the kind of vector
data: Vector tiling is suitable for large and non compact object layers (like for example
contour lines, routes, GPS traces, etc.), while spatial indexing for layers composed of
small and compact objects (like point objects, small areas, etc.). In case a data layer is
composed of heterogeneous objects, it may be possible to split it into two layers of large
and small objects and use the relevant strategy for each sub-layer. In order to improve
the architecture of the system (servers and clients), it is pertinent to use the same grid
structure for both vector tiling and spatial indexing (a quad-tree). In that way, the same
client cache structure for tiles and vector objects may be used for both strategies.

4.3

LoD-based data extraction

Multi-scale data produced by generalization allow relevant data to be extracted according
to the zoom level. It is necessary to synchronize the zoom level with the relevant level of
detail (LoD) so that simplified enough data are transfered from the server to the client. Precomputed multi-scale data should follow the equal information density law [31]: Whatever
the visualization scale, the information density should be constant and remain below a
threshold. This threshold is both a legibility and performance threshold: It ensures the
map is simple enough to be legible, and, in a web context, it also ensures there is no
performance issue according to the system capacities (bandwidth, memory, data processing
and rendering) – Generalization should be used to ensure vector tiles size is low enough to
be transfered and rendered by the client in a satisfying time.
Nowadays, only few simplistic generalization techniques are used in web mapping.
In [6], we propose an architecture to improve the use of existing generalization techniques
in web mapping. In this architecture, the generalization is shared between the server and
the client:
• Multi-scale vector data are computed and stored on the server using model generalization. Model generalization (also called conceptual or semantic generalization)
allows a level of detail reduction of the data. Object representing detailed concept
are usually aggregated into objects representing more generalized concepts (See figure 5). The geometric level of detail is also reduced according to a target resolution
of the data.
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• Graphic generalization is performed on the fly and progressively on the client while
loading and rendering the vector data. Graphic generalization transforms the map
objects to ensure legibility constraints are satisfied. For example, too small objects
are enlarged, and too close objects are deformed or displaced (See figure 6). Opening
web mapping to vector data makes possible the development of clients with graphic
generalization capabilities as described in [32].
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Figure 5: Model generalization: Forests, forested areas, and trees. Three concepts representing the same reality for different semantic levels of details

Figure 6: Graphic generalization (Figure from [6])
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Experiments

The presented framework has been implemented as part of the OpenCarto project [33].
This project aims at providing a software platform to expose advanced spatial data visualisation techniques on the web using vector data. It includes various modules for spatial
data import, a component for multi-scale mapping composed of a generic multi-scale
data model and generalisation algorithms, some components for vector tiling and spatial
indexing, and a vector web mapping client as described in [32].
The prototype has been tested on two kinds of datasets (See figure 7): A dense dataset
of small objects (world airports represented as points), and a dataset of large objects (relief
contour lines). For both datasets, one generalised data layer has been produced for each
zoom layer – the standard mercator zoom levels from 4 to 15 have been tested. The small
objects dataset has been generalised using clustering, displacement and filtering algorithms
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(See figure 7 left); The large objects dataset has been generalised using selection based
on contour interval and filtering algorithms (See figure 7 right). These datasets have then
been transformed into a hierarchy of 256*256px GeoJSON vector tiles and published using
the http://myurl.org/z/x/y.json standardised URLs pattern. No spatial indexing service
has been tested yet.
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Figure 7: Test case: Airport point data (left) and relief data as contour lines
(right)

At the end of the tile preparation process, the size of the tile repository is 34MB for
dataset 1 and 22MB for dataset 2. Without generalisation, these sizes are respectively
242MB and 1.16GB. Without generalisation, the tile size distribution is rather heterogeneous and some tiles have a size of 101MB for dataset 2. With generalisation, the tile
size distribution is homogeneous and do not exceed 110KB – this maximum size can be
controlled by the generalisation level. For a basic ’spatial exploration’ from one point to
another and from one zoom level to another, the performence can be measured by the
data amount to transit from the server to the client: Because the screen size do not
change, the number of vector tiles requested do not change, and because the tile size
is low thanks to generalisation, the performence is significantly improved. The spatial
exploration is smooth whatever the location and zoom level. No performence issue is
encountered anymore, mainly thanks to the integrated use of the techniques presented in
section 4.
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Discussion and conclusion

In this article, the potential benefits and challenges of vector web mapping have been presented. A framework integrating some existing techniques (vector tiling, spatial indexing,
multi scale data and generalization) has been proposed, implemented and tested.
A future challenge would be to improve the integration of vector and raster web mapping techniques. Table 1 proposes analogies between raster and vector techniques. Unified
data structures and services may be designed to progressively erase the boundary between
vector and raster approaches. In a same way that the feature and coverage views can be
integrated in GIS [34], vector and raster approaches may be merged in web mapping. A
phenomena that appears as objects at some scales and as coverages at other scales may
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Table 1: Comparison raster – vector
Raster

Vector

Resolution
Level of detail
Image pyramid
Multi-scale database
Resampling
Generalization
Raster tiling Vector tiling / spatial indexing
Raster progressive transmission Vector progressive transmission

be represented using either raster or vector web mapping services depending on the zoom
level.
Furthermore, in order to support the development of vector web mapping and ensure
a minimal interoperability between vector servers and clients, specific standards may be
proposed. Open formats for vector data and associated style formats are required. The
requirements for such format according to the proposed framework would be:
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• To allow thin representations of geometry and attributes. The JSON grammar used
in GeoJSON format is certainly a pertinent candidate. Standard file compressions
may also be used.
• To allow a separation between geometrical and attribute data. This requirement
may improve vector tiling performence.
• To allow a separation between object and style description. This separation would
enable the reuse of on-line data with personalized styles and, in the same way, the
reuse of on-line styles on other data. It would make possible the development of
vector style servers, beside vector data servers.
• To allow the definition of dynamic styling behaviors. The way an object displays
should not be static - it should depend on its context.
• To allow the definition of object behaviors according different interface events.
A second standardization field may be protocols for client/server communication. Most
of the existing international standards (like the ISO and OGC standards WMS, WFS, GML
and SLD) have been designed mainly for download services and do not take into account
the specific requirements of vector web mapping. Specific services, such as the Complex
Vector Web Service Protocol, may emerge. The spatial indexing service we have proposed
may also be subject to standardization – it may be designed as an extension of WFS.
Furthermore, it may be useful to improve the way the LoD/scale dimension is handled
in existing vector data formats. In the same way geographical objects have a spatial and
temporal extent, they also have a “scale extent” as formalized in [30]. This scale extent
is a scale range for which the spatial object exists. It would make easier the publication
of vector objects on the Internet and their use by vector web mapping applications. The
definition of scale extents for vector object exist in KML (with the “lod” element), in SLD
(for layers), and also in SVG [35]. Structures and formats to represent multi-scale objects
would also be required. For the same reason that there are coordinate reference systems
for space, it may be needed to define scale reference systems. Such scale reference system
would define which zoom levels are supported by the multi-scale vector database – it may
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be continuous (an object scale extent would be a scale interval) or discrete (an object scale
extent would be a set of zoom levels).
Finally, taking into account the high diversity of geographical data available on the
Internet, it is necessary to provide generic model and graphic generalization patterns to
be adaptable to a wide set of geographical objects. Generic model generalization patterns
such as heat maps, cluster hierarchies, multi-scale networks and multi-scale contour maps
may be developed in the future.
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